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Abstract

We develop a class of matrix models which implement and formalize the ‘eigenstate ther-
malization hypothesis’ (ETH) and point out that in general these models must contain non-
Gaussian corrections, already in order to correctly capture thermal mean-field theory, or
to capture non-trivial OTOCs as well as their higher-order generalizations. We develop the
framework of these ‘ETH matrix models’, and put it in the context of recent studies in statis-
tical physics incorporating higher statistical moments into the ETH ansatz. We then use the
‘ETH matrix model’ in order to develop a matrix-integral description of JT gravity coupled
to a single scalar field in the bulk. This particular example takes the form of a double-scaled
ETH matrix model with non-Gaussian couplings matching disk correlators and the density
of states of the gravitational theory. Having defined the model from the disk data, we present
evidence that the model correctly captures the JT+matter theory with multiple boundaries,
and conjecturally at higher genus. This is a shorter companion paper to the work [1], serving
both as a guide to the much more extensive material presented there, as well as developing
its underpinning in statistical physics.
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1 Introduction

Theories defined by matrix integrals arise in a variety of physical contexts. Two particularly
prominent, but a priori unrelated examples lie at the heart of this paper. On the one hand, such
matrix theories arise as the description of ergodic phases of quantum chaotic systems, while on
the other hand, they also feature prominently in the study of lower-dimensional quantum gravity
where they allow a construction of the non-perturbative sum over (smooth) geometries. Progress in
lower-dimensional holography in recent years [2–7] has led to the striking realization [8] that these
two approaches in certain contexts are in fact one and the same. This finds perhaps its clearest
expression in the rewriting of the path integral of two-dimensional JT gravity in terms of a matrix
integral over boundary Hamiltonians [9]. The potentially profound connection of two-dimensional
gravity to the physics of quantum chaos has been further developed in [10, 11] by demonstrating
that JT gravity can indeed be described as a quantum ergodic phase. It is clearly an important
goal to develop this connection between quantum chaos and quantum gravity further, in particular
by extending it away from pure JT gravity and low dimensions. This work, as well as its longer
companion paper, [1], develop the gravity/chaos correspondence further by devising a matrix-
integral description of JT gravity coupled to scalar matter, and furthermore by incorporating a
different paradigm of quantum chaos into the story, namely that of the eigenstate thermalization
hypothesis (‘ETH’). The two-dimensional models we mentioned before may be exactly rewritten in
terms of matrix descriptions of ergodic phases, but one would expect that effective descriptions of
gravity in terms of quantum ergodic matrix theories should also be possible in higher dimensions,
at least at or after certain time scales. In conventional quantum-chaotic approaches this time
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scale would be taken to be the Thouless time, but by adding specific non-linearities or constraints
to the matrix integral, one may extend the region of validity to earlier times. The ‘ETH matrix
model’ developed in this work and in [1] offers a general framework of the kind of structure that
we expect to be relevant also in such cases.

This paper, being a shorter companion to the work [1], serves two dual purposes. Firstly, we
wish to give an accessible and succinct summary of the salient features, results and methods of
the longer paper, with the aim to guide the reader through the more extensive technical material
appearing there. Secondly, we wish to supply a slightly different perspective on the results,
emphasizing general aspects relevant to a statistical description of chaotic quantum systems which
unifies random-matrix theory (RMT) and eigenstate thermalization into a common framework.
We illustrate the approach by describing how it implements thermal mean-field theory (see Section
3), the simplest example known to us, as well as to JT gravity which introduces more structure
beyond thermal mean field theory (TMFT).

While our principal object of interest remains the matrix-model description of matter-coupled
JT gravity, we believe that the more general structure of the ‘ETH matrix model’ is of interest for
more general quantum chaotic systems. At its heart is the simple observation that an ensemble-
averaged description even of thermal mean-field theory must contain important non-Gaussian
correlations of the form

Oa1b1Oa2b2 · · · Oanbn
∣∣∣
ETH

= e−(n−1)S(E)g
(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) + disconnected (1.1)

which contain terms that are suppressed by further factors of the microcanonical entropy S(E)
compared to the usual Gaussian correlations evidenced in the standard ‘ETH ansatz’. By Oab
we mean a matrix element of a simple operator in an energy eigenbasis, and the functions
g

(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) are smoothly varying order-one functions of n energies. We will com-

ment on the index structure of g
(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) later; for now, we note that in order to

contribute to the thermal correlation function at leading order, each b index must be equal to
one of the a indices. This explains why g

(n)
O,a1b1···anbn is a function of only n energies, rather than

2n energies. By “disconnected” we are referring to contributions that depend on functions of
fewer than n energy arguments such as the smooth functions that appear in the standard Gaus-
sian ETH ansatz. This observation resonates well with recent work on the statistical physics of
OTOCs, demonstrating the need for extending ETH to include non-Gaussian contributions (see
e.g. [12–15]). In this work we formalize the observation above in terms of a two-matrix model of
the form

ZETH =

∫
dHdOe−NTrV (H,O) , (1.2)

where H is a matrix defining the statistics of energy levels, while the O matrix generates the
correlations of matrix elements of the additional matter field. Below we will be more careful
about the definition of the correct integration measure and potentials appearing in the exponent.
Translated to the potential of the ETH matrix model the highly-suppressed non-Gaussianities of
(1.1) appear in fact at O(1), which is a reflection of the fact that they must contribute at leading
order to higher-order correlation functions in order to produce the necessary connected parts.

The first part of this paper is dedicated to a more careful definition of the ETH matrix model,
with general quantum chaotic applications in mind. The second part specializes this structure
to the theory of JT gravity with matter, where the additional structure present allows us to go
much further in pinning down the full matrix potential V (H,O), guided by the gravitational path
integral as well as arguments based on locality and conformal symmetry. Note that the JT-matter
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gravitational path integral is not well defined all the way to the UV, unlike the pure JT case. We
will point out how this is encoded in the dual ETH matrix model as well.

2 A matrix-model for eigenstate thermalization

An important signature shown by quantum chaotic systems is the presence of distinctive statistical
correlations between their energy levels. There are two interrelated frameworks which are usually
invoked to quantitatively describe these correlations, namely Random Matrix Theory (RMT) and
the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH). The purpose of this section is to describe on
the one hand a generalization of ETH that is powerful enough to incorporate more fine-grained
correlations than the usual ‘Gaussian ansatz’, and at the same time to introduce a random-matrix
description of such a generalized ETH ensemble. The latter will set the general context of our
matrix-model description of JT gravity coupled to simple scalar matter, described in Section 4, as
well as in the longer companion paper [1].

2.1 Degaussing ETH

The level correlations implied by ETH are usually stated in the form of an ansatz for the matrix
elements of a simple operator in the energy basis [16,17],

〈Ea|O|Eb〉 = 〈Ea|O|Ea〉δab + e−S(E)/2fO (Ea, Eb)Rab , (2.1)

where 〈Ea|O|Ea〉 is a smooth function of the average energy E = 1
2

(Ea + Eb), S is the micro-

canonical entropy evaluated at E and fO (Ea, Eb) is a smooth function of both energies. Finally
Rab is a random matrix, traditionally taken to be sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and unit variance. One therefore postulates the existence of an ensemble – we will refer to
this as the ‘ETH ensemble’ – from which matrix elements of simple operators in the energy basis
are sampled. The usual ETH ansatz above is equivalent to specifying the first two non-trivial
moments of this ensemble, namely compatible with a purely Gaussian probability distribution.

That this ensemble cannot in fact obey purely Gaussian statistics can be seen by noting
that this would imply that all higher-order thermal correlation functions factorize, which is in
contradiction with, for example, the existence of a non-vanishing Lyapunov exponent diagnosed
from OTOCs in eigenstates [12–14,18,19]. Another argument forcing us to consider non-Gaussian
statistical ensembles comes from considering the main application we have in mind in this work,
namely CFTs with holographic duals, and more specifically JT gravity coupled to matter. Suppose
we use bulk gravity Witten-diagram techniques to compute the manifestly crossing-invariant four-
point function

〈O(τ1)O(τ2)O(τ3)O(τ4)〉 = (τ12τ34)−2∆ + (τ14τ23)−2∆ + (τ13τ24)−2∆ (2.2)

of the boundary 1D conformal quantum system. We may also consider its generalization to finite
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temperature

〈Tr e−βHO(τ1)O(τ2)O(τ3)O(τ4)〉 =

(
β

π
sin(

π

β
τ12)

β

π
sin(

π

β
τ34)

)−2∆

(2.3)

+

(
β

π
sin(

π

β
τ14)

β

π
sin(

π

β
τ23)

)−2∆

(2.4)

+

(
β

π
sin(

π

β
τ13)

β

π
sin(

π

β
τ24)

)−2∆

. (2.5)

By crossing invariance we refer to the invariance of the four-point function under permutations of
the external operators. Using the bulk perspective, the expression above results straightforwardly
from a computation using gravity Witten diagrams, so long as we work in the semi-classical
regime. From the boundary perspective, this expression implies that the OPE between O(x)O(y)
only receives contributions from double trace primaries [OO]n of dimension 2∆ + n for n ∈ 2Z≥0

in addition to the identity operator. The latter perspective may not seem to be immediately
relevant to the discussion, but we shall come to this statement shortly, and put it to good use in
the context of thermal mean field theory and indeed JT gravity, where it will be of great help to
constrain the relevant ETH ensemble.

To set the scene, we now ask what the answer would be if we evaluated the correlation func-
tion above in the Gaussian ETH ensemble, i.e using the ansatz (2.1) to define quadratic Wick
contractions of the operator1 O. We thus compute

Tr
4∏

j=1

e−βjHO
∣∣∣∣∣
Gauss

=
∑

a1...a4

e−
∑
j βjEajF (Ea1 , Ea2)−1F (Ea3 , Ea4)−1 (δa1a3 + δa2a4) (2.6)

+
∑

a

e−(β1+···+β4)EaF (Ea, Ea)
−2 . (2.7)

Note that, as indicated, we evaluated the above expectation value with respect to the purely
Gaussian ETH ensemble, using the Wick contraction

OabOcd = e−S(E) |fO(Ea, Eb)|2 δadδbc := F (Ea, Eb)
−1δadδbc (2.8)

following from the Gaussian ETH ansatz above, and where in the last equality we have introduced
a more convenient notation that will be helpful later on. The average energy in the exponent
reads E = 1

2
(Ea + Eb). We now notice that the third term (2.7) is non-planar2, and as such is

sub-leading at large N = dimH � 1, or, equivalently, in the eS counting.
Considering only the first two terms which contribute at leading order, however, gives an

answer that is not crossing invariant, equivalent to only keeping the first two terms in (2.2) above.
We conclude that the term making the overall result invariant must come from a non-Gaussian
connected contribution to the ETH ensemble, which nevertheless contributes at leading order
owing to additional Hilbert space sums, i.e. a contribution of the form

Oa1b1Oa2b2Oa3b3Oa4b4 ⊃ e−3S(E)g
(4)
O,a1b1···a4b4

(E1, E2, E3, E4) , (2.9)

1For simplicity, let’s focus on the case where the operator has vanishing one point function, so that 〈Ea|O|Ea〉 =
0. The result can obviously be generalized to incorporate a non-trivial one-point function as well.

2Non-planar here in the sense of matrix-model perturbation theory: we draw all index contractions using ’t
Hooft double-line notation, resulting in a ribbon graph whose topology is called ‘planar’ whenever it can be drawn
on a sphere, and non-planar otherwise.
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where E is now the average of all four energies, and gO is a smooth function of the individual
energies. The entropic suppression factor is dictated by the need to precisely balance the four sums
over energy eigenstates in the four-point function (2.6) to result in a leading order contribution.
For a general n−point function this generalizes easily to

Oa1b1Oa2b2 · · · Oanbn = e−(n−1)S(E)g
(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) + disconnected . (2.10)

In typical expressions of interest the above averaged matrix elements will be integrated against
a suitable set of densities of states, which we will incorporate below into our construction. The
notation of the overline · · · indicates purely the expectation value with respect to the ensemble
determining matrix elements, while 〈· · · 〉 will indicate an expectation value that includes the
energy integrals, a structure we refer to as the ‘ETH matrix model’ for reasons that will become
clear presently.

Returning to our discussion of the crossing-invariant four-point function above, we now see
that the third planar, i.e. leading order in eS, contribution to (2.2) comes from the quartic

non-Gaussianity g
(4)
O (E1, E2, E3, E4), which shows that indeed the ETH ensemble has to contain

non-trivial higher statistical moments even to match thermal mean-field theory at the level of the
four-point function. At the level of the usual ETH ansatz these non-Gaussianities are extremely
subtle, that is highly suppressed in entropy (cf. (2.10)), but their effect on thermal correlation
functions is significant and necessary even to ensure basic properties like crossing symmetry.

In the formula (2.1), traditionally referred to as the ETH ansatz, the function fO(E1, E2) =
fO(E,ω) is left unspecified, reminding us that it depends on a given physical system. We take the

same point of view regarding the higher moments g
(n)
O in general. In Section 4, when we construct

the specific ETH ensembles describing TMFT, as well as matter-coupled JT gravity, we are able
to fully determine (at least in principle) these non-Gaussianities.

We now comment on the index structure of g
(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) and specify what we

precisely mean by the ‘generalized ETH ansatz.’ Assuming no degeneracy in the spectrum of the
Hamiltonian, the energy eigenbasis is only defined up to an energy dependent rotation, |Ea〉 →
eiθa |Ea〉. Because (2.10) should hold for any choice of the phases θa, the terms on the right side
should contain Kronecker delta symbols that each involve one a and one b index. We also want
our ansatz to be invariant under unitary rotations that act within microcanonical Hilbert spaces.
That is, we want

∑

ã1b̃1···ãnb̃n

Ua1ã1
U †
b̃1b1
Oã1b̃1

. . .Oãnb̃nUanãnU
†
b̃nbn

= Oa1b1 . . .Oanbn , (2.11)

where U is a block-diagonal unitary where each block has size eS(E). To achieve this, we will define
our generalized ansatz such that there are exactly n Kronecker symbols per term. In particular,
in our ansatz we exclude symbols involving two a or two b indices. The general index structure is
then

δa1bσ(1)
δa2bσ(2)

· · · δanbσ(n)
, (2.12)

where σ ∈ Sn is a permutation of n elements. If σ has more than one cycle, then we say that
(2.12) factors into several terms that individually take the form of (2.12) for lower values of n.
Appealing to minimality, we define our generalized ETH ansatz such that a factor with n symbols
is uniquely associated to a specific function of n energies. Hence, the generalized ETH ansatz for
a single simple operator is completely characterized by a single smooth function of n energies for
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each n. In particular, we have

g
(n)
O,a1b1···anbn (E1, . . . , En) =

∑

σ∈Sn

g
(n)
O
(
Eσ(1), . . . , Eσ(n)

)
δbσ(1)aσ(2)

δbσ(2)aσ(3)
· · · δbσ(n)aσ(1)

, (2.13)

where σ is a permutation of {1, 2, · · · , n}, and g
(n)
O (E1, E2, · · · , En) is, w.l.o.g., a cyclically invariant

function of n energies. Our ‘generalized ETH ansatz’ is the minimal modification of the standard
Gaussian ETH ansatz that is needed for compatibility with thermal mean field theory, and is
completely characterized by the functions g

(n)
O (E1, . . . , En) for all n ∈ N. These functions are

theory-dependent, and in JT gravity it is easy to deduce them from the expressions for the disk
correlators.3 This structure is naturally produced by a two-matrix model with a single-trace matrix
potential, which is why the potential in (1.2) is written with a single trace.

2.2 Matrix-model description

One of the main insights about chaotic quantum systems is the (conjectured and empirically
robustly observed) fact that their energy eigenvalues follow correlation laws associated to those of
random matrix ensembles [20]. One defines the joint probability distribution of the eigenvalues of
a random matrix [21]

dµ[H] = µ−1
0 e−

∑
a V (Ea)

∏

a<b

|Ea − Eb|β , (2.14)

where β ∈ {1, 2, 4} depends on the symmetry class4 and µ0 is a normalization factor, whose value
we do not need here. In our principal application to JT with matter, we will be interested in the
case β = 2, namely when the matrix model is in the unitary class, but the remaining cases are
relevant for more general ETH ensembles as well as other bulk theories, see e.g. [22]. In a number
of standard applications, the potential V (Ea) is taken to be quadratic, but we will be interested
in higher-order non-Gaussian generalizations of this, for example the so-called SSS potential,
describing the eigenvalue density of JT gravity in terms of a matrix integral [9]. Integrating this
probability density over all but n eigenvalues gives the n−level density, or n−level correlation
function, [21],

ρ(n)(E1, . . . En) = ρ(E1) · · · ρ(En) + connected . (2.15)

A special case of this is the spectral density, obtained by marginalizing the distribution (2.14) over
all but a single eigenvalue. We often use the notation

ρ(E) = eS(E) = eS0ρ0(E) , (2.16)

meaning that we alternately write the full spectral density as the exponent of the microcanonical
entropy at a given energy E, or as a factor eS0 times a smooth order-one function ρ0(E), as is
often employed in the SYK / JT context, where S0 has the meaning of the ground-state entropy
[5, 6, 23, 24]. More generally, we can think of eS0 as a bookkeeping parameter of entropic factors.
Putting together the RMT description of the energy levels of chaotic systems with the generalized
ETH of section 2.1 above, makes it very natural to describe the overall structure in terms of a two
matrix model where the energy-level statistics are generated by the random Hamiltonian H, while
the operator matrix element statistics (the generalised ETH) are generated by a second random

3In JT gravity minimally coupled to a free scalar field, n will only take on even values, owing to the O → −O
symmetry.

4We show formulae for the three so-called classical ensembles for β = 1 (GOE), β = 2 (GUE) and β = 4 (GSE).
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matrix, which we denote with the same symbol O, by a slight abuse of notation. The matrix
integral

ZETH =

∫
dµ[H]dµ[O]e−V[H,O] (2.17)

is then seen as the joint probability distribution of energy levels and matrix elements of this en-
semble with dµ[H]dµ[O] the yet to be specified appropriate measures for the two random matrices,
but which we can already anticipate will generally neither be quadratic in H nor in O. Viewed
in the energy eigenbasis this is exactly the ‘ETH ensemble’ we have previously invoked. In this
section we will describe the general features of such an ensemble, before constructing a specific
instance in Section 4, capable of describing matter-coupled JT gravity.

In view of the ETH ansatz and its beyond-Gaussian generalization it is most natural to define
the ETH matrix model in the energy eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian with a single-trace matrix
potential

ZETH =

∫
dµ[H]dµ[O] exp

(
eS0

∑

n≥2

∑

a1···an

G(n)(Ea1 , · · · , Ean)Oa1a2Oa2a3 · · · Oana1

)
, (2.18)

with the measure for the energy eigenvalues defined to be (2.14) above, while

dµ[O] :=
∏

i

dOii
∏

i<j

dReOijdImOij . (2.19)

The G(n) functions encode the g
(n)
O functions introduced in (2.13), and their precise relationship

can only be determined by actually performing the matrix integral above, which is difficult in
general. The reader may want to convince themselves that this matrix model results in the
necessary eS0 scaling shown in (2.10) if the matrix-model coupling functions G(n) are of O(1) in
eS0 . This structure is thus a matrix-integral representation of the generalized ETH above, capable
of producing at the same time the statistical distribution of energy eigenvalues and corresponding
spectral integrals, as well as the statistics of the operator matrix elements Oab. The coupling
functions G(n)(E1, . . . En) are smooth functions of the energy arguments, and take on specific
functional forms only once a particular theory has been specified. As an example, we will indicate
below (again much more detail can be found in [1]) how these functions can in principle be
determined systematically for the JT+scalar matrix model from thermal correlation functions.

Note that dµ[H], as defined in (2.14) above, contains both the Vandermonde factor, ∆β(E), as
well as the exponential of the potential V (Ea). The joint measure can be seen to be the correct
one by following the usual Fadeev-Popov procedure [25]. One starts in a general basis where
neither H nor O are diagonal and then transforms to the eigenbasis of the H−matrix, sending
H → UHU † and O → UOU †. In general H and O are not simultaneously diagonalisable, so that
we may reduce to integrating only over the eigenvalues of H, but must integrate over the full Haar
measure for Hermitian matrices for the second matrix O.

As mentioned before, the G(n)(E1, . . . , En) are continuous functions of the energies and they
determine the matrix model potential, which is organized as an expansion in On. We will often
write the n−th order term in this expansion as W (n) [Ea1 , . . . Ean ;O]. One chooses V (H) in such
a way as to match the leading density of states to the chaotic system of interest5. We can now

5Note that a matrix model will result in a continuous density of states. We may view this as a coarse-grained
density of state of a general quantum chaotic system, or alternatively take this density as part of the definition of
the model, as will be the case in the application to minimally coupled JT gravity.
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deduce the statistical distribution of energy eigenvalues, as well as of operator matrix elements
by introducing sources for the energy, as well as for moments of the operator O in the energy
eigenbasis in order to generate the various moments of the ETH ensemble – these will of course be
nothing but our g

(n)
O,a1b1...anbn

(E1, . . . En) above. Let us illustrate this for the quadratic and quartic
moments before stating the general answer. From the model (2.18) one computes the two-point
function of two operators at arbitrary Euclidean separation

〈
Tr
(
e−β1HOe−β2HO

)〉
=

∫
dµ[H]dµ[O] tr

(
e−β1HOe−β2HO

)
ee
S0

∑
nW

(n)[Ea1 ,...Ean ;O]

=

∫
dEadEb ρ(Ea)ρ(Eb)e

−β1Ea−β2EbOabOba + · · · (2.20)

where in the second line we used the overbar notation to indicate the expectation value evaluated
in the O matrix potential, written in the H eigenbasis. We have consequently performed all energy
integrals except for the pair Ea, Eb appearing explicitly in OabOba. This has produced a factor of
the pair correlation function ρ(2) (Ea, Eb), which at leading order equals the product ρ(Ea)ρ(Eb).
The corrections are subleading in the ‘genus-expansion’, that is in powers of eS0 . We may denote
this equation graphically as

⌦
Tr e��HO(⌧)O(0)

↵
:=

<latexit sha1_base64="4m3UIEr97GZcKGNHbKjGWiKwZYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m3UIEr97GZcKGNHbKjGWiKwZYU=">AAACQ3icbVDLShxBFK02xpjRxEmyzKZwEBTM0C1CRAgMyWZ2UXBUnBqH2zW3Zwqrq5uq24Gh6X/LJj/gzh9w4yIhZBuw5gE+T1HUqXPurceJc60cheFVsPBi8eXSq+XXtZXVN2/X6u/eH7ussBI7MtOZPY3BoVYGO6RI42luEdJY40l88W3in/xA61RmjmicYy+FoVGJkkBe6tfPhMaEhAYz1MhLYVN+ZCuxzfG8/CRiJODtyusSNP9ebQqCYutuG25xYdVwRMLODhDbk+EXvv+lX2+EzXAK/pREc9Jgcxz065dikMkiRUNSg3PdKMypV4IlJTVWNVE4zEFewBC7nhpI0fXKaQYV3/DKgCeZ9dMQn6r3O0pInRunsa9MgUbusTcRn/O6BSV7vVKZvCA0cnZRUmhOGZ8EygfKoiQ99gSkVf6tXI7AgiQfe82HED3+8lNyvNOMwmZ0uNtofZ3Hscw+snW2ySL2mbVYmx2wDpPsJ7tmv9mf4FdwE/wN/s1KF4J5zwf2AMH/W6SorjI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m3UIEr97GZcKGNHbKjGWiKwZYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m3UIEr97GZcKGNHbKjGWiKwZYU=">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</latexit>

(2.21)

where we have not drawn any of the in-filling H double lines, which are automatically accounted
for by the integrals over the densities of states, as explained above. We may similarly compute
the four-point function, which for simplicity we only represent graphically,

⌦
Tr e��HO(⌧1) · · · O(⌧4)

↵
:=

<latexit sha1_base64="SffmSfX5h5d087oo5Y3X12vt/Ww=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SffmSfX5h5d087oo5Y3X12vt/Ww=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SffmSfX5h5d087oo5Y3X12vt/Ww=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SffmSfX5h5d087oo5Y3X12vt/Ww=">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</latexit>

+ . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="HuinVk8DjMCjsL02n1gyBnvO++Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbNqlm2zcnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gbVSmGW8xJZXuBNRwKRLeQoGSd1LNaRxI/hCMbqb+wxPXRqjkHscp92M6SEQkGEUrdc5IT4YKTb9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rVCxXLYp4gk9SYruem6OdUo2CSTyq9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258fPZvRNyYpWQRErbSpDM1N8TOY2NGceB7YwpDs2iNxX/87oZRld+LpI0Q56w+aIokwQVmT5PQqE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1EFRuCt/jyMmmf1z237t1d1BrXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QN5pY+X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HuinVk8DjMCjsL02n1gyBnvO++Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbNqlm2zcnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gbVSmGW8xJZXuBNRwKRLeQoGSd1LNaRxI/hCMbqb+wxPXRqjkHscp92M6SEQkGEUrdc5IT4YKTb9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rVCxXLYp4gk9SYruem6OdUo2CSTyq9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258fPZvRNyYpWQRErbSpDM1N8TOY2NGceB7YwpDs2iNxX/87oZRld+LpI0Q56w+aIokwQVmT5PQqE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1EFRuCt/jyMmmf1z237t1d1BrXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QN5pY+X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HuinVk8DjMCjsL02n1gyBnvO++Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbNqlm2zcnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gbVSmGW8xJZXuBNRwKRLeQoGSd1LNaRxI/hCMbqb+wxPXRqjkHscp92M6SEQkGEUrdc5IT4YKTb9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rVCxXLYp4gk9SYruem6OdUo2CSTyq9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258fPZvRNyYpWQRErbSpDM1N8TOY2NGceB7YwpDs2iNxX/87oZRld+LpI0Q56w+aIokwQVmT5PQqE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1EFRuCt/jyMmmf1z237t1d1BrXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QN5pY+X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HuinVk8DjMCjsL02n1gyBnvO++Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoigh6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbNqlm2zcnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gbVSmGW8xJZXuBNRwKRLeQoGSd1LNaRxI/hCMbqb+wxPXRqjkHscp92M6SEQkGEUrdc5IT4YKTb9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rVCxXLYp4gk9SYruem6OdUo2CSTyq9zPCUshEd8K6lCY258fPZvRNyYpWQRErbSpDM1N8TOY2NGceB7YwpDs2iNxX/87oZRld+LpI0Q56w+aIokwQVmT5PQqE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1EFRuCt/jyMmmf1z237t1d1BrXRRxlOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/Mxby05xcwh/IHz+QN5pY+X</latexit>

(2.22)

where the third diagram marked with a “C” implements the contribution of the interaction terms
in the matrix model. Of course, analogous computations apply for higher-order correlations. In
any given application one must choose the couplings of the matrix model, as well as the density of
states, so as to match the physical correlators of interest. As we will show in section 3, we can do
this for the JT-matter matrix model, where we fix the full ETH matrix model by matching to the
planar correlation functions. We also provide some evidence for our conjecture that the resulting
model reproduces the higher topology correlation functions as well.

ETH and topology

From the perspective of generalized eigenstate thermalization, that is non-Gaussian ETH, various
entropic factors eS (or equivalently the bookkeeping parameter eS0) are mere kinematical neces-
sities imposed on us by the requirement of producing the correct (e.g. crossing-invariant) four-
(and higher-) point functions at leading order, i.e. they arise from the need to compensate the
multiple sums over Hilbert space occurring in expressions such as (2.6). On the other hand, the
matrix-model description developed here, gives an alternative interpretation in terms of topology.
One may arrange the various matrix-model diagrams contributing to a given correlation function
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∼ O
(
eS0
)

∼ O(e−S0)

Figure 1: Topology of the ETH matrix model. The left panel shows a planar diagram contributing
to the two-point function of operators (2.20) which, un-normalized, gives an answer of order eS0 .
Any non-planar diagram, exemplified by the diagram on the right, contributes at lower-order in the
eS0 expansion, the example above contributing at O

(
e−S0

)
. The order of an arbitrary diagram

is determined by its Euler characteristic eχS0 when viewing its double-line representation as a
triangulation of a 2D Riemann surface. This well-known feature of matrix models is the reason
why non-Gaussian contributions in the matrix model action are needed for the ETH matrix model
in order to reproduce basic facts even about thermal mean-field theory.

in a ’t Hooft expansion and organize the powers of eS0 in terms of the topology shared by all
diagrams at a given order (see Figure 1). It is a classic result by t’Hooft [26] that the power of eS0

in a diagram is given by eχS0 , whee χ = 2−2g−b is the Euler characteristic of the surface on which
the diagram can be drawn without self-intersections, g is the genus (number of handles) of the
surface, and b is the number of boundaries. This is deduced from the ribbon-graph representation
by the familiar formula 2 − 2g = V − E + F in terms of the number of (V)ertices, (E)dges and
(F)aces. This is of course a well known feature of matrix models (and two-dimensional gravity),
but its relation to the non-Gaussianities occurring in extensions of the eigenstate thermalization
hypothesis [13] is useful and, to the best of our knowledge, new. Connections between topological
expansion and quantum chaos have been described recently [9–11,27–31], largely motivated by the
occurrence of so-called ‘wormhole’ solutions contributing to the Euclidean quantum gravity path
integral. It is pleasing to be able to incorporate this topological structure into the quantum chaos
/ ETH discussion in a natural way. As mentioned above, we define our generalized ETH ansatz
using a single-trace matrix potential. Single-trace matrix models admit an interpretation where
the physical degrees of freedom that live on the two-dimensional surfaces interact locally. The
local nature of JT gravity minimally coupled to a free scalar field further motivates us to consider
only single-trace matrix models.

3 Example 1: Thermal Mean Field Theory

As a simple example, we would like to give a matrix model description of a Thermal Mean Field
Theory (TMFT), in which correlators factorize into two-point functions. An example of this is
the Generalized Free Field arising in the semi-classical limit GN → 0 of JT gravity coupled to
a free massive scalar field, that we will consider in the next section. However, the discussion in
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this section is more general and applies to TMFT with an arbitrary two-point correlator and an
arbitrary density of states.

Thermal Mean Field Theory is determined by its two-point correlator

Gβ(τ) =
1

Z(β)
Tr e−βHO(τ)O(0) (3.1)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
dω eτω e−

β
2
ωĜβ(ω) . (3.2)

In the second line we defined the Laplace transform Ĝβ(ω). The integral over ω is presumed to

converge for 0 < τ < β, which implies that Ĝβ(ω) must decay sufficiently rapidly at large ω:

Ĝβ(ω) . #e−
β
2
|ω|, |ω| → ∞. In (3.2) we introduced an explicit factor e−

β
2
ω, such that the KMS

condition takes a simple form

KMS : Gβ(τ) = Gβ(β − τ) ⇔ Ĝβ(ω) = Ĝβ(−ω) . (3.3)

The four-point correlator in TMFT factorizes into two-point functions

G(4)
β (τ1, . . . , τ4) =

1

Z(β)
Tr e−βHO(τ1) . . .O(τ4) (3.4)

= Gβ(τ12)Gβ(τ34) + Gβ(τ14)Gβ(τ23) + Gβ(τ13)Gβ(τ24) , (3.5)

where τij = τi − τj and we assume β > τ1 > τ2 > τ3 > τ4 > 0. Similarly, higher-point correlators
are given by a sum of all Wick contractions.

In order to discuss the matrix model for TMFT, it is convenient to first write the correlators
in the energy basis

Gβ(τ) =
1

Z(β)

∫
dE1dE2 ρ(E1)ρ(E2) e−(β−τ)E1−τE2 〈|OE1E2|2〉 , (3.6)

G(4)
β (τ1, . . . , τ4) =

1

Z(β)

∫ 4∏

j=1

(dEj ρ(Ej)e
−βjEj) 〈OE1E2OE2E3OE3E4OE4E1〉 , (3.7)

where

β1 = β − τ14, β2 = τ12, β3 = τ23, β4 = τ34 . (3.8)

The integrals over energies are done with the density of states ρ(E). This of course depends on
the particular system and should be given in addition to the two-point function to define TMFT.
In particular, the partition function is given by the usual expression

Z(β) =

∫
dE ρ(E)e−βE . (3.9)

We will work in the thermodynamic limit. This could be either a large volume limit or, more
generally, large number of degrees of freedom, while keeping the temperature fixed. In holographic
systems, such as JT gravity, this corresponds to the semi-classical gravity limit GN → 0. The
average energy of the system in the thermodynamic limit is large, typically proportional to the
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volume or the number of degrees of freedom. In practice, this means that energy integrals, such as
(3.6), (3.7), and (3.9), are dominated by large energies Ej, while the differences are much smaller,
Ej � |Ei − Ek|.

For example, the partition function is dominated by the saddle energy determined by the usual
thermodynamic relation

S ′(E) = β ⇒ E = E(β) , (3.10)

where ρ(E) = eS(E). Also including fluctuations around the saddle, we have

Z(β) ≈ eS(E(β))−βE(β)

∫
dω eS

′′(E)ω
2

2 (3.11)

= eS(E(β))−βE(β)

∫
dω e−

β2

C
ω2

2 (3.12)

=

√
2πC

β
eS(E(β))−βE(β) , (3.13)

where we used the standard thermodynamic relation S ′′(E) = dT
dE

d
dT
S ′(E) = − 1

CT 2 and C = dE
dT

is the heat capacity. In the thermodynamic limit the heat capacity C is typically proportional to
the volume or number of dof and therefore C → ∞. Similarly, further non-gaussian fluctuations
are suppressed.

3.1 Two-point function

Now we consider (3.6), (3.7) and higher-point correlators in TMFT. Given the two-point function
(3.2), we would like to determine the correlators of O in the energy basis. Then we will discuss
the matrix model that computes these correlators.

We start with the two-point function. It turns out that

〈|OE1E2|2〉 =
1

ρ(E)
Ĝβ(E)(ω) , (3.14)

where the inverse temperature is determined by the thermodynamic relation β(E) = S ′(E) and

E =
E1 + E2

2
, ω = E1 − E2 . (3.15)

This is valid in the thermodynamic limit. Let’s check that it holds. We insert (3.14) into (3.6).
We switch to coordinates E,ω and use that

ρ(E1)ρ(E2) = eS(E+ω
2

)+S(E−ω
2

) (3.16)

= e2S(E)

(
1 +O

(
ω2

C

))
, (3.17)

where C � 1 is the heat capacity. Corrections in the last equation are vanishing in the thermo-
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dynamic limit. Putting it together we have

1

Z(β)

∫
dE1dE2 ρ(E1)ρ(E2) e−(β−τ)E1−τE2 〈|OE1E2|2〉 (3.18)

≈ 1

Z(β)

∫
dE ρ(E)e−βE

∫ ∞

−∞
dω eω(τ−β

2
)Ĝβ(E)(ω) (3.19)

≈
∫ ∞

−∞
dω eω(τ−β

2
)Ĝβ(ω) (3.20)

=Gβ(τ) . (3.21)

In the second equality, the integral over E is computed by the saddle approximation and sets
β = S ′(E).

3.2 Four-point function

Now we compute the four-point correlator (3.6). In the energy basis it turns out to be

〈OE1E2OE2E3OE3E4OE4E1〉 =〈|OE1E2|2〉〈|OE3E4 |2〉
(
δ(E1 − E3)

ρ(E1)
+
δ(E2 − E4)

ρ(E2)

)
(3.22)

+〈OE1E2OE2E3OE3E4OE4E1〉c , (3.23)

where the disconnected part is determined by (3.14), while the connected part is

〈OE1E2OE2E3OE3E4OE4E1〉c = (Ĝ(ω1)Ĝ(ω2)Ĝ(ω3)Ĝ(ω4))1/2 δ(E1 + E3 − E2 − E4)

ρ(E)3
, (3.24)

where

E =
1

4

4∑

j=1

Ej , ω1 = E1 − E2 , ω2 = E2 − E3 , ω3 = E3 − E4 , ω4 = E4 − E1 . (3.25)

Let’s check that inserting these expressions into (3.7) we obtain the TMFT four-point correlator
(3.5). Each of the three terms in (3.22), (3.23) correspond to the three terms in (3.7) respectively.
The idea of the computation is to change coordinates Ej to E,ωj

dE1dE2dE3dE4 = dEdω1dω2dω3 (3.26)

= δ(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 + ω4) dEdω1dω2dω3dω4 . (3.27)

We also have

E1 = E +
2ω1 + ω2 − ω4

4
, E2 = E +

2ω2 + ω3 − ω1

4
, (3.28)

E3 = E +
2ω3 + ω4 − ω2

4
, E4 = E +

2ω4 + ω1 − ω3

4
. (3.29)

The entropies in ρ(Ej) = eS(Ej) are expanded around the average value E to linear order in ωj,
Further corrections are suppressed in the thermodynamic limit. For example

ρ(E1) ≈ eS(E)+S′(E)
2ω1+ω2−ω4

4

(
1 +O

(
ω2
j

C

))
. (3.30)
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The integral over the average energy E will then set S ′(E) = β as usual. Similarly for other
entropic factors.

Putting it together, we have for the first term in (3.22)

1

Z(β)

∫ 4∏

j=1

(dEj ρ(Ej)e
−βjEj) 〈|OE1E2|2〉〈|OE3E4|2〉

δ(E1 − E3)

ρ(E1)
(3.31)

≈ 1

Z(β)

∫
dE ρ(E)e−βE

∫ ∞

−∞

4∏

j=1

dωj δ(ω1 + ω2)δ(ω3 + ω4) Ĝβ(E)(ω1)Ĝβ(E)(ω3) (3.32)

exp

{
−(β + β1)

2ω1 + ω2 − ω4

4
− β2

2ω2 + ω3 − ω1

4
− β3

2ω3 + ω4 − ω2

4
− β4

2ω4 + ω1 − ω3

4

}

(3.33)

≈
∫ ∞

−∞
dω1dω3 e

(τ12−β2 )ω1+(τ34−β2 )ω3 Ĝβ(ω1)Ĝβ(ω3) (3.34)

=Gβ(τ12)Gβ(τ34) . (3.35)

In the second equality we computed the E integral by saddle approximation and therefore substi-
tuted β(E) by β.

The other two terms in (3.22), (3.23) are computed similarly to above and give the other
two terms in (3.5). In particular, note that the connected part of the correlator (3.24) gives the
“crossed” term Gβ(τ13)Gβ(τ24).

3.3 Semi-classical limit of JT gravity

An example of TMFT arises as a semi-classical limit GN → 0 of JT gravity coupled to a free
scalar field. This is usually called Generalized Free Field (GFF). JT gravity will be discussed in
more detail in section 4.

The two-point function of GFF, briefly discussed in section 2, is

Gβ(τ) =

(
π/β

sin(πτ/β)

)2∆

. (3.36)

The Laplace transform is

Ĝβ(ω) =
(2π/β)2∆−1

2πΓ(2∆)
Γ

(
∆± iβ

2π
ω

)
. (3.37)

TMFT correlators with this particular form of the two-point function arise in JT gravity in the
semi-classical limit due to6

Γ(∆± i√E1 ± i
√
E2)

Γ(2∆)
≈ 1

ρ(E)

(2
√
E)2∆−1

2πΓ(2∆)
Γ

(
∆± i

2
√
E
ω

)
, (3.38)

where “±” in the LHS means a product of four gamma functions for all choices of signs. We
defined E = E1+E2

2
, ω = E1−E2. The semi-classical limit7 corresponds to E1, E2 � |E1−E2| and

6The reader not familiar with the corresponding results in JT, may wish to return to this after looking at the
formulae (4.4), (4.6) in section 4.

7In our conventions we set φ̄r

4GN
= 1, where φ̄r is the boundary value of of the dilaton and has dimensions of

length. To restore GN one simply rescales all energies Ej → Ej
φ̄r

4GN
. Therefore, the semi-classical limit GN → 0

corresponds to the high-energy limit.
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the semi-classical density of states is

ρ(E) ≈ 1

(2π)2
e2π
√
E . (3.39)

To obtain the semi-classical limit of the four-point and higher correlators in JT gravity we need
the limit of the so-called sl(2,R) 6j-symbol. In appendix C of [1] we show that

{
∆
√
E1

√
E2

∆
√
E3

√
E4

}
≈ δ(E1 + E3 − E2 − E4)

ρ(E)
, E =

1

4

4∑

j=1

Ej . (3.40)

This is again in the limit Ej � |Ei − Ek|.

3.4 Higher TMFT correlators

Higher correlators in a general TMFT can be also written in the energy basis. It turns out that
they are computed by the so-called “chord diagrams”. Such chord diagrams can also be used to
compute JT/matter correlators and are described in detail in section 2 of [1]. The rules for a
general TMFT are essentially the same, but instead of the 6j-symbol one uses the RHS of (3.40)
with an arbitrary density of states ρ(E) and instead of the JT two-point function in the LHS of
(3.38) one uses (3.14).

3.5 TMFT Matrix Model

The semi-classical limit of the JT/matter matrix model potential (4.24), which we generalize to a

TMFT with an arbitrary two-point function Ĝβ(ω) and an arbitrary density of states ρ(E) = eS(E),
is

V (R) = N

(
1

2

∑

ab

gab|Rab|2 +
1

4

∑

abcd

gabcdRabRbcRcdRda

)
, (3.41)

gab = 2 sinh2 β(E)ω

2
, (3.42)

gabcd =
1

2

δ(Ea − Ec)
ρ(Ea)

+
1

2

δ(Eb − Ed)
ρ(Eb)

− δ(Ea + Ec − Eb − Ed)
ρ(E)

, (3.43)

where E = Ea+Eb
2

, ω = Ea − Eb, E = 1
4
(Ea + Eb + Ec + Ed), and β(E) = S ′(E) is the inverse

temperature corresponding to the energy E.
The matrix Rab is a rescaling of Oab

Oab :=

(
Ĝβ(E)(ω)

ρ(E)

)1/2

Rab , (3.44)

where E = Ea+Eb
2

, ω = Ea − Eb. With this rescaling the exact (planar) two-point function is
〈|Rab|2〉disk = 1, see (3.14).

The matrix model description of thermal mean field theory follows from the more general
discussion of JT gravity with matter. In particular, the so called “unlacing rules” of the 6j-symbol
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that are crucial in the analysis of [1] are satisfied by the RHS of (3.40). It might be interesting to
repeat the analysis of [1] directly in the semi-classical limit.

This matrix model describes TMFT in the thermodynamic limit. In this limit, we zoom into
the window of energies in the middle of the spectrum. This is analogous to the double-scaling
limit in the matrix model dual of JT gravity8 discussed in the next section.

4 Example 2: JT/matter matrix model

4.1 Matter correlation functions in JT gravity

Let us now turn to our main application of the structure we defined above, namely the matrix
model description of JT gravity coupled to a scalar field. The theory is defined via the action

SJT = −S0χ−
1

2

∫

M

√
gφ (R + 2)−

∫

∂M

√
hφ (K − 1) + Sm, (4.1)

with the matter action

Sm =
1

2

∫

M

√
g
(
gab∂aϕ∂bϕ+m2ϕ2

)
. (4.2)

Here χ is the Euler number of the two-manifoldM over which the Lagrangian density is integrated,
φ is the dilaton field which forms part of the definition of the two-dimensional gravity theory
under study, while ϕ is an additional matter scalar field of mass m. The term integrated over the
boundary of the manifold ∂M contains a Gibbons-Hawking-York term in the form of the integrated
extrinsic curvature K as well as a boundary cosmological constant. Without the addition of the
matter scalar ϕ this theory has been shown to be equivalent to a matrix model [9], while here (see
also the longer companion paper [1]) we generalize this to the theory including the matter field.

We start by laying out a few useful facts and computations in the theory above. All expressions
quoted here can be obtained by using a convenient set of Feynman rules, developed in [32] and
reviewed in [1]. Firstly, the inclusion of the Euler number in the action means that amplitudes have
an expansion in the topology of the manifold M which is used to calculate them gravitationally.

We start with the leading-order, where the topology is that of a disk. At disk level, the density
of states of JT gravity is given by

ρ0(E)dE =
1

2π2
sinh

(
2π
√
E
)
dE =

1

π2
s sinh (2πs) ds , (4.3)

where we have defined the variable s2 = E.

Disk correlation functions

Turning now to correlation functions9, we focus on the two-point function, which at disk level
reads

〈Tr e−βHO(τ)O(0)〉disk = eS0

∫ ∞

0

ds1ds2 ρ(s1)ρ(s2) e−(β1s21+β2s22)Γ∆
12 . (4.4)

8And more generally, matrix model duals of Minimal String Theory.
9More details may be found in the original references studying disk correlators of the Schwarzian, [32–36].
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Here β1 = τ, β2 = β − τ and we have also introduced the short-hand notation

Γ∆
12 :=

Γ(∆± is1 ± is2)

Γ(2∆)
= Γ(2∆)−1Γ(∆+is1 +is2)Γ(∆+is1−is2)Γ(∆−is1 +is2)Γ(∆−is1−is2) .

(4.5)
Using this, we can express the four-point function as

〈Tr e−βHO(τ1) . . .O(τ4)〉disk = eS0

∫ ∞

0

4∏

i=1

(
dsi ρ(si)e

−βis2i
) (

Γ∆
12Γ∆

23Γ∆
34Γ∆

41

)1/2

×
(
δ(s1 − s3)

ρ(s1)
+
δ(s2 − s4)

ρ(s2)
+

{
∆ s1 s2

∆ s3 s4

})
, (4.6)

The third term in this expression uses the bracket notation for the 6j-symbol of the sl(2,R)
algebra. Expressions for any higher-point functions can be obtained (see [1, 32]), but the two-
and four-point functions reviewed above shall suffice for present purposes. We will, however, need
to consider correlation functions on geometries of different topology, starting with the so-called
‘double-trumpet’ [9], which is topologically a cylinder.

Direct match to JT + matter theory

Let us proceed somewhat naively to determine the couplings of the ETH matrix model describing
matter-coupled JT gravity. In fact, the answers we arrive at are correct, but more machinery is
needed to justify them properly, such as an understanding of how to obtain them in a double-
scaling limit. This and other issues will be discussed in the remainder of this paper, including
studying the theory on higher topologies, i.e. away from the disk level.

We start by matching the disk density of states
〈
Tre−βH

〉
= eS0ρ0(E) = eS0 sinh

(
2π
√
E
)
, (4.7)

which involves choosing the potential V in (2.14) appropriately. Computing the full disk two-point
function in the matrix model, as in (2.20), leads to the identification

OabOba = e−S0
Γ(∆± i√Ea ± i

√
Eb)

Γ(2∆)
:= e−S0Γ∆

ab. (4.8)

In an analogous fashion, one can determine the quartic non-Gaussianity of the ETH matrix model
for JT + matter. The computation is performed in [1] and leads to the identification

e−3S(Ē)g
(4)
O (Ea, Eb, Ec, Ed) = e−3S0(Γ∆

abΓ
∆
bcΓ

∆
cdΓ

∆
da)

1/2

{
∆ sa sb
∆ sc sd

}
. (4.9)

In the companion paper we describe a systematic procedure determining the full O potential in
an expansion working in the number of ‘bulk’ line crossings.

Double-trumpet correlation functions

We now include the scalar one-loop determinant in the otherwise ‘empty’ double trumpet, that
is we consider the effect of the scalar field on the trumpet absent any explicit insertions of the O
operator at the boundary,

〈Tr e−βLH Tr e−βRH〉 =

∫ ∞

0

db b Ztr(βL, b)Ztr(βR, b)Zscalar(b) , (4.10)
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that is it differs from the usual JT double trumpet only by the inclusion of Zscalar(b). The fac-
tors Ztr(βR, b) are given by the trumpet partition function for a geometry characterized by an
asymptotically AdS2 boundary of length β and a geodesic boundary of length b in the interior.

To obtain the explicit expression Ztr(βR, b) = 1
2
√
πβ
e−

b2

4β one integrates over the fluctuations of the

asymptotic boundary weighted by the Schwarzian measure [9] giving the one-loop exact result [37]
we quoted. In the companion paper, we show how to evaluate the scalar determinant in several
different ways, useful for various different points of view. One can show that

Zscalar(b) =
∞∑

n=0

e−n∆b

(1− e−b)(1− e−2b) . . . (1− e−nb) = 1 +
∑

∆′∈S

e−∆′b

1− e−b (4.11)

= exp

(
∞∑

w=1

e−wb∆

w(1− e−wb)

)
. (4.12)

One important feature, apparent in all representations, is the presence of a UV divergence for
b → 0. This divergence is reproduced from our matrix model, in the double-scaling limit. The
first expression above, makes apparent the relation to the spectrum of conformal primary operators
and their descedants, for example the n = 1 term can be recognized as a sum over the primary
state of dimension ∆ together with all of its descendants. Similary, the n = 2 term sums over
the double trace operators with dimensions 2∆ + 2m, together with all descendants. Analogous
interpretations continue to hold for all higher n. In the last expression in (4.11), S is defined to be
the set of scaling dimensions of all primary operators in the bosonic generalized free field (other
than the identity). The 1

1−e−b factor may be expanded in a geometric series, which is associated
to the descendants. The second formula is naturally related to the Selberg trace formula for the
heat kernel of a scalar operator on the double trumpet, that is as a sum over (multiply wound)
primitive geodesics on this particular hyperbolic manifold.

Double-trumpet two-point function

We will next determine the two-point correlation function of the JT-matter theory, with an O
insertion on each boundary. In the companion paper (see Appendix D of [1]) it is shown that the
result arranges itself into a sum over terms corresponding to the structure present in the expansion
(4.11) above. Focusing explicitly on the first three such contributions, we obtain

〈Tr e−βLHOTr e−βRHO〉cyl (4.13)

=

∫ ∞

0

dsLdsR ρ(sL)ρ(sR)e−(βLs
2
L+βRs

2
R)
(
Γ∆
LLΓ∆

RR

)1/2
(4.14)

×
(
δ(sL − sR)

ρ(sL)
+

{
∆ sL sR
∆ sR sL

}
+
∞∑

m=0

{
2∆ + 2m sL sR

∆ sR sL

}
+ . . .

)
, (4.15)

:= + +
∞∑

m=0

+ . . . . (4.16)

where Γ∆
LL = Γ(∆)2

Γ(2∆)
Γ(∆+isL)Γ(∆−isL), and analogously for Γ∆

RR in terms of sR. In the expression
above, the first term results from a simple propagation of an O line along a geodesic connecting
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the two boundary O insertions through the bulk. The second takes the form of a geodesic O
propagation through the bulk, this time crossed by an O bulk loop along a closed geodesic, the
intersection of boundary-to-boundary geodesic and bulk loop giving a rise to the 6j-symbol labelled
by the scaling dimension ∆, as shown. Finally the third term shows the analogous process, but now
involving the sum over double-traces of dimension 2∆ + 2m in the loop. The higher contributions
we omitted correspond in a similar fashion to the n ≥ 3 terms in the expansion of the scalar
one-loop determinant (4.11) above.

Higher-genus correlation functions

The general higher-genus, n-boundary geometry can be assembled via a pants decomposition of
a genus−g Riemann-surface with n geodesic boundaries, glued to n trumpet geometries. In the
companion paper we accumulate evidence that an arbitrary O n−point correlation function at
genus g can be computed as follows.

Let us first ignore the contribution to the correlator from the determinant of the scalar field.
Then the correlator is computed by summing over all geodesics that connect theO operators on the
asymptotic boundaries, with a weighting of e−∆` for each geodesic, where ` is a renormalized length.
These geodesic configurations are classified by their topologies. Each topology is represented by
a set of lines drawn on the surface with no voluntary intersections. These lines divide the surface
into subregions, and each subregion is characterized by the number of boundaries n and the genus
g. Each boundary of each subregion is labeled by an s parameter. For every subregion, we should
include a factor of 〈ρ(s1) . . . ρ(sn)〉g,n, which we define to be the inverse Laplace transform of
Zg,n(β1, . . . , βn), which is the path integral defined in equation (127) of [9]. For every intersection
of two bulk lines, we include a factor of a 6j symbol that depends on the four adjacent s parameters.
An asymptotic AdS boundary with Euclidean length β is assigned a factor of e−βs

2
. Finally, one

should integrate over all of the s parameters from 0 to ∞. For disk topologies, these Feynman
rules become the rules of [32], which we have reviewed in [1].

To include the contribution from the scalar field matter determinant, we also should sum over
all ways of drawing closed geodesics on the spacetime. The rules for an intersection of two geodesics
are still as above. The scaling dimensions assigned to the closed geodesics should take all values
in S, which was defined in (4.11). Finally, wherever there is a simple closed geodesic, we include
the following function of its two adjacent s parameters:

∫ ∞

0

db b
e−∆′b

1− e−b
2

b
cos(bs1)

2

b
cos(bs2), (4.17)

where ∆′ is the dimension of the primary operator propagating on the closed geodesic. This

ensures that the closed geodesic is weighted by e−∆′b

1−e−b in the moduli space integral.
The evidence we have for the above conjecture comes from our computation of the double-

trumpet two-point function as well as a computation on the pair of pants, presented in [1]. See
also [27, 38,39], which discuss the two-point function on the disk with a handle.

4.2 Matching to the ETH matrix model

We now have assembled all the data needed to fully specify the free coupling functions of the
general ETH matrix model. This can be viewed alternatively as an exercise demonstrating the
usefulness of the general ETH matrix model, and the generalized ETH, or as an extension of the
JT matrix model [9] to include a scalar field. The task at hand is to specify the higher-order
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coupling functions G(n)(Ea, . . . En) in the ETH matrix model (2.18). We may achieve this in two
different ways10.

• We use the nearly-conformal invariance and locality of the JT-matter theory in order to
constrain the potential non-linearities directly. The leading non-linear couplings of the ETH
matrix model are given as a ’constraint-squared’ type potential. Roughly speaking we trans-
late the observation around Equation (2.2) into the constraint

[O(t1),O(t2)] =

{
−2i sin(π∆)
|t1−t2|2∆ sign (t1 − t2), ∆ /∈ Z≥1

2πi
(2∆−1)!

(−1)∆−1δ(2∆−1)(t12), ∆ ∈ Z≥1
. (4.18)

This constraint is saying the the commutator is proportional to a c-number, or in other
words the unit operator. This constraint finds its representation in the matrix model as a
specific non-Gaussianity, as we shall see.

• We deduce the higher-order couplings by matching correlation functions to the gravity pre-
dictions at disk level (determined in Section 4.1), and conjecture that the matrix model
so-defined correctly predicts all higher-genus contributions. This is the analogue of the
statement that in the single-matrix model of [9], the disk density of states determines the
full matrix potential and thus the higher-genus amplitudes. In particular, we match away
from the double-scaling limit to a suitably q−deformed version of the gravity amplitudes,
before taking the q → 1 limit that recovers the original amplitudes.

• In addition, whichever strategy we use in order to determine the O potential, we need to add
counter terms to the H potential, in order to (re-)adjust the disk density of states ρ0(E) to
the desired form – for example the sinh(2π

√
E) behavior of JT gravity with matter. That

this is needed can already be seen at the Gaussian level for the O statistics: in this case we
can directly integrate out the O matrix to obtain

ZETH =

∫
dHe−VSSS(H)−Ṽ (H) , (4.19)

where we denoted the single-trace H potential of [9] by the initials of its three authors, and

Ṽ (H) =
∑

a

Vct(Ea) +
1

2

∑

a,b

logF (Ea, Eb) , (4.20)

written in the energy eigenbasis. Here Vct is the counterterm potential we are trying to
determine, and F (Ea, Eb) is the coefficient of the quadratic term in the O matrix. It is clear
that integrating out has changed the naive disk density of states, which we can compensate
by a judicial choice of Vct(H). An important result of [1] is that this can be achieved with
a single-trace counterterm.

Having outlined the general procedure, let us now expand on the two approaches to determine the
O potential in some more detail.

10We refer here to deducing directly the double-scaled matrix model. In the longer companion paper we also
present two classes of regulated matrix models, which recover the results here in the double-scaled limit.
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4.3 Double-scaling limit

While we did not specify this explicitly, in a typical application the ETH ansatz (2.1) is invoked
for random matrices Rab of finite dimension, and thus for a locally finite Hilbert space, so that
eS(E) <∞. In fact, for the main application we have in mind, namely 2D gravity, we are interested
in the case where the number of eigenvalues, that is the dimension of Hilbert space is scaled to
infinity. As has been studied extensively in past applications of matrix models to the theory of 2D
gravity (see e.g. the review [40]), in order to pass to the limit of smooth fluctuating surfaces, this
must be accompanied by a rescaling of one or several coupling parameters, leaving appropriate
ratios finite. In fact, in matching matrix-model correlation functions to the JT+matter (as well
as in the semi-classical limit, i.e. thermal mean field theory discussed above) expressions, we
implicitly assume that such a double scaling limit has been taken. This double-scaling procedure
leaves a theory with a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues supported on a non-compact cut in the
complex energy plane, which can be matched to that of JT gravity ((4.3), below) for E ∈ [0,∞).
While the direct-matching procedure may therefore seem a bit ad-hoc at first, we in fact establish
these results more carefully by introducing two classes of finite regulated matrix models, the so-
called ‘q−deformed’ and ‘Selberg models’. Both of these involve introducing a regulator, which
renders the Hilbert-space dimension finite for q < 1 and is chosen so that in the limit q → 1, we
recover the gravity correlation functions, i.e. the matching (4.7) - (4.9). In all cases we fix the
(two-)matrix model using only disk data and then proceed to show that it continues to correctly
capture topologically non-trivial correlators of JT+matter. We return to the regulated models
and their double scaling limits in Section 4.5 below after discussing the gravitational correlators
both at disk level and higher genus that our ETH-matrix model for JT+matter is designed to
reproduce.

4.4 Constraint-squared potential

In this section we argue that by imposing a constraint on the matrices H and O, we can construct
a matrix model that correctly computes the disk correlators of JT gravity minimally coupled to
a scalar field. Our argument is not rigorous, but it is modeled after a rigorous result in 1D CFT,
which states that if O is a primary with dimension ∆ and if the spectrum of primary operators
appearing in the OO OPE is that of a bosonic generalized free field (GFF) with dimension ∆,
then all of the correlators of O are exactly those of the GFF.11 JT gravity with matter on the
disk admits a semiclassical limit in which the correlators become those of a GFF, and one might
expect that even away from the semiclassical limit, there is some condition that can be placed
on the operators O and H that is only obeyed by gravitational correlators computed using the
Feynman rules discussed towards the end of section 4.1. If such a condition exists, we may deduce
it as follows. First, note that the OO OPE in the GFF takes the form

O(τ)O(0) =
1

τ 2∆
+
∞∑

n=0

τ 2n[OO]n + descendants. (4.21)

Aside from the identity, the primary operators above have dimensions 2∆+2n for n a nonnegative
integer. Equation (4.21) implies (4.18), which we repeat here:

[O(t1),O(t2)] = lim
ε→0

[
1

(it12 + ε)2∆
− 1

(it12 − ε)2∆

]
=

{
−2i sin(π∆)
|t1−t2|2∆ sign (t1 − t2), ∆ /∈ Z≥1

2πi
(2∆−1)!

(−1)∆−1δ(2∆−1)(t12), ∆ ∈ Z≥1
.

11See [1] for the proof. We thank Dalimil Mazáč for his invaluable assistance.
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In a 1D CFT, (4.18) also implies (4.21), because any contribution to (4.21) with a different power of
τ would make an additional nontrivial contribution to the right side of (4.18). Hence, a quadratic
operator equation for O is enough to guarantee that the spectrum of primaries appearing in the
OO OPE is that of a GFF, which in turn guarantees that the correlators of O are those of a GFF.
We emphasize that the proof of this assumes the usual bootstrap axioms of conformal invariance
and OPE associativity.

Next, we consider JT gravity away from the semiclassical limit and search for an operator
equation for O and H that is consistent with the Feynman rules described in section 4.1 and is
quadratic in O. We could only find one such operator equation:12

e−S0

∑

b

{
∆ sa sb
∆ sc sd

}[ OabObc
e−S0

√
Γ∆
abΓ

∆
bc

− δ(sa − sc)
eS0ρ(sa)

]
=

[
OadOdc

e−S0

√
Γ∆
adΓ

∆
dc

− δ(sa − sc)
eS0ρ(sa)

]
. (4.22)

If we insert the right side of (4.22) into any correlator, the Feynman rules of section 4.1 dictate
that we should omit diagrams where a bulk line connects the two adjacent O insertions. If we
insert the left side of (4.22) into a correlator, the diagrams that contribute are the same, except
with an additional crossing of the two bulk lines that end on the adjacent O insertions (this means
that the two lines could intersect twice. Such a double-crossing can then be undone due to an
orthogonality relation of the 6j symbols).

We believe that (4.22) is the appropriate generalization of (4.18) to nearly-conformal CFTs.
Due to the constraining power of (4.18) in 1D CFTs, we expect that (4.22) is also highly con-
straining. Recall that the aforementioned rigorous 1D CFT result rests on three assumptions: the
operator equation (4.18), associativity of the OPE, and conformal invariance. We explained above
that (4.18) should generalize to (4.22) in a nearly-conformal CFT, and thus we impose (4.22) as
a constraint in a matrix model. If we define

Md
ac :=

1

2

∑

b

(
e−S0

{
∆ sa sb
∆ sc sd

}
− δ(sb − sd)

eS0ρ(sb)

)( OabObc
e−S0

√
Γ∆
abΓ

∆
bc

− δ(sa − sc)
eS0ρ(sa)

)
, (4.23)

then the ensemble is defined by the following matrix integral:
∫
dHdO exp

(
−TrV (H)− Λ

2

∑

a,c,d

|Md
ac|2
)
, (4.24)

where Λ is a large parameter that enforces Md
ac = 0, or (4.22), as a constraint. Associativity of

the OPE is guaranteed by the fact that we are representing the operators using matrices, and
matrix multiplication is associative. Of course, we do not expect this matrix model to respect
conformal invariance, but it should reproduce a nearly-conformally invariant theory due to the use
of 6j symbols in constructing the matrix potential. In [1] we show that many Schwinger-Dyson
equations of this matrix model are solved by the desired gravitational disk correlators, and we also
discuss how (4.24) may be defined away from the strict double-scaling limit. Note that the matrix
potential of the O integral, which is responsible for the correlations of the generalized ETH ansatz,
is bounded from below. The potential V (H) is chosen such that the eigenvalue distribution of H
to leading order in eS0 matches the disk density of states of JT gravity.

The question of higher-genus correlators in double-scaled matrix models dual to JT gravity
with matter is subtle, and we explore it in two separately-defined models which we introduce
below.

12If our conjecture in section 4.1 for the Feynman rules at higher genus is correct, then higher genus correlators
also obey this constraint.
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4.5 An iterative procedure to determine the matrix model

We now discuss a matching calculation that allows one to determine the choices of the coupling
functions G(n), introduced in (2.18), that result in the matrix model computing the correct disk
correlators. A careful treatment requires us to regulate the gravitational disk amplitudes such that
the energies (or equivalently the s parameters) are integrated over a finite range. This is because
loop ‘t Hooft diagrams in the matrix model (such as on the right hand side of (2.21)) involve
energy integrals, and a finite spectrum guarantees that these integrals converge. To achieve this,
we note that the special functions appearing in section 4.1 admit q-deformations,

ρ(s)→ ρq(s) , Γ∆
12 → Γ∆

12,q ,

{
∆1 s1 s2

∆2 s3 s4

}
→
{

∆1 s1 s2

∆2 s3 s4

}

q

, (4.25)

in such a way that the usual JT+matter rules are recovered in the limit q → 1. Precise definitions
are provided in [1]. The important point is that the s parameter is integrated only in the range
(0, π
| log q|). These special functions obey a non-trivial Yang-Baxter relation, which is proved in [1],

that ensures that the q-deformed Feynman rules are well-defined. Note that these q-deformed
Feynman rules do not obey the constraint (4.22), nor do they appear to obey any other constraint.

Next, it helps to organize the calculation by introducing a fictitious parameter ε such that
higher-point gravitational amplitudes are weighted by higher powers of ε (roughly speaking). We
determine the couplings order by order in ε, and at the end of the calculation we set ε → 1 (as
well as q → 1) so that the gravitational amplitudes return to their original values.

We consider two schemes for introducing the parameter ε. One way, called the “Selberg
regulator,” is to weight each connected 2n-point function (given by g

(2n)
O , introduced in (2.13)) by

a factor of εn−1. The other way, called the “q-deformed regulator,” is to weight each 6j symbol
by ε. The key point is that with either regulator, to a finite order in ε, only finitely many of
the g

(n)
O functions are nonzero. Hence, we can match these connected correlators using (2.18)

where only finitely many of the G(n) are nonzero. By working to higher orders in ε, we can
naturally construct a series representation for G(n). The models constructed using the Selberg and
q-deformed regulators are respectively referred to as the Selberg and q-deformed matrix models.
The JT limit is defined to be the ε→ 1, q → 1 limit.13

The q-deformed regulator is designed to match the Feynman rules of the double-scaled SYK
model [8, 41]. In the Majorana SYK model with N Majorana fermions, interacting via a random
coupling involving a subset of p degrees of freedom at a time, one scales N, p→∞, such that

λ =
2p2

N
, q = e−λ (4.26)

are held finite. In addition to the Hamiltonian, one may define another operator O that takes the
same form of the Hamiltonian but with an independent set of random couplings. The number of
fermions appearing in O sets the scaling dimension ∆. Correlators of H and O match those of
the q-deformed regulator.

The Selberg regulator is designed to treat all of the gravitational Feynman diagram contribu-
tions to a single connected n-point function g

(n)
O on an equal footing. In [1], we present highly

nontrivial results that indicate that the double-trumpet of the Selberg model agrees with (4.10).

13In the Selberg model, the q → 1 limit must precede the ε→ 1 limit in order for the double-trumpet amplitudes
to come out as desired.
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4.6 Cylinder amplitudes in the matrix model

We partially outline our techniques for computing cylinder amplitudes in the q-deformed and
Selberg matrix models. While these models produce the same disk amplitudes in the JT limit, they
return different results for the matter determinant on the double-trumpet. The model calculation
we choose to present here concerns the double-trumpet two-point function, with one O inserted
into each trace. This quantity is computed in the matrix model by summing over all ‘t Hooft
diagrams with cylinder topology and two external double-lines associated to the O matrix. We
can classify these diagrams systematically, and each class of diagrams may be computed from our
knowledge of the disk correlators.

Our first class of diagrams may be summed by setting b = a in (4.8) and then integrating the
remaining energy Ea using the disk density of states:

∫ ∞

0

dEa e
S0ρ0(Ea)OaaOaa, (4.27)

which graphically is represented as follows:

,

where the top and bottom ends of the diagram are identified, so that all of the single-lines shown
are connected, reflecting the fact that there is a single integral in 4.27. It is already known [27]
that (4.27) is equal to the double-trumpet two-point function without the matter determinant
contribution, and we have shown that this is naturally associated to a sum over a class of ‘t Hooft
diagrams.

The remaining ‘t Hooft diagrams represent non-trivial contributions of the matter determinant
on the double-trumpet. For instance, let us define a blob with an “A” to represent a sum over
four-point, planar, amputated ‘t Hooft diagrams:

. (4.28)

We can compute another class of ‘t Hooft diagrams as follows:

, (4.29)

where on the left side the top and bottom of the diagram are again identified, and we have used
(4.8) and (4.9) to produce an explicit analytic expression that is graphically represented on the
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right side. The expression is obtainable from the gravitational Feynman rules (see the end of
section 4.1). Explicitly, we are computing

e2S0

∫ ∞

0

dEadEb ρ0(Ea)ρ0(Eb) e
−3S(Ē)g

(4)
O (Ea, Eb, Ea, Eb)

(
OabOba

)−1
. (4.30)

The presence of the
(
OabOba

)−1
reflects the fact that a red blob on the topmost vertical double-

line in (4.29) is missing, to avoid overcounting ‘t Hooft diagrams.
The right hand side of (4.29) exactly computes the second term in (4.15), and (4.27) computes

the first term in (4.15). It is reasonable to expect that our strategy of sewing together amputated
disk diagrams into cylinder diagrams will produce all of the terms in (4.15). However, as explained
in [1], the analytic expressions for the remaining classes of ‘t Hooft diagrams depend on how the
double-scaling limit is taken, or equivalently on whether the Selberg or q-deformed regulator is
used.

Using the Selberg regulator, we have explicitly reproduced the third term in (4.15), as well as
the next term that corresponds to n = 3 in (4.11). We conjecture that all of the contributions
from (4.11) are matched in the Selberg matrix model. In the q-deformed matrix model, the results
point to a different matter determinant. Instead of (4.11), the q-deformed model predicts that the
matter determinant is instead

Z(b) =
∞∑

n=0

(
e−∆b

1− e−b
)n

=
1− e−b

1− e−b − e−∆b
,

which curiously has a Hagedorn temperature owing to the fact that the sum fails to converge for
sufficiently small b.

Regardless of whether the matter determinant is (4.6) or (4.11), the double-trumpet (4.10) is
ill-defined due to the behavior of the integrand at small b. This implies that the gravitational
theory is not UV complete, although the Selberg and q-deformed matrix models are operationally
well-defined. As we explain in [1], the ill-defined cylinder amplitude implies that the saddle-point
that would define the genus expansion is perturbatively unstable.

5 Discussion

In this paper, together with its companion, [1], we have described a way of combining the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis with certain matrix integrals into one joint framework. This allows one
to interpret the ETH ansatz as arising from a joint probability distribution describing the statistics
of energy levels as well as matrix elements in one unified framework. In this work we focused on
two-matrix integrals because we were interested in the case of one particular operator in addition
to the energy eigenvalues, but it should be clear that adding further operators is possible and
will lead to multi-matrix integrals. The structure of these multi-matrix integrals is related to
free probability theory, which was invoked in the ETH context previously by [42]. It would be
interesting to investigate this connection further.

We have further expanded on what is presumably the simplest instance of our ETH matrix
model, namely the case of thermal mean field theory. It is striking that even in this simplest
context the matrix model is strongly non-Gaussian, even though as seen in the energy eigenbasis
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all non-Gaussian contributions are entropically suppressed.14 This is of course a necessary feature
of ETH matrix models in general, and compatible with the statistical physics approach of [13].

More generally, quantum chaotic systems are not expected to be described exactly by a matrix
integral, rather they approach such behavior at late times. Usually the timescale at which a
matrix theory description accurately captures a quantum chaotic Hamiltonian is referred to as the
Thouless or ergodic time scale. In fact, a more precise definition of this time scale also demands
that the statistics of both matrix elements as well as eigenvalues approach those of Gaussian
random matrices (see [15] for an in-depth discussion). In this work we formulated matrix models
which apply at (much) earlier time scales precisely by incorporating non-Gaussian statistics into
the joint probability distribution of matrix elements and eigenvalues. We extend the applicability
of the ETH matrix model beyond the Thouless time by adding more information about the physical
system in the form of non-Gaussian terms in the joint potential, a perspective that is made very
clear in the constraint matrix model approach we outlined above. In order to generalize this idea,
one should introduce a matrixiziation timescale tM , beyond which a system is well described by an
ETH matrix model. By introducing further constraints along the lines of (4.22), one obtains ETH
models whose tM is pushed further and further towards early time. This procedure is very much
in the spirit of an effective matrix model (see [1]), whose region of validity can be extended by
adding more and more UV information, paralleling the procedure one would follow in effective field
theory. It is intriguing that certain systems, such as pure JT gravity or JT gravity with matter
as well as the double-scaled SYK model exhibit a matrixization timescale tM that formally tends
to zero. It would be interesting to ask under what conditions this can happen more generally,
and furthermore whether there may be lower bounds on tM in higher dimensional (holographic)
theories.

For a more extensive discussion of open questions and for future directions related to our ETH
matrix model, the reader is referred to the companion paper [1].
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